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Abstract. Typically, in digital entertainment, the screen is the center of the 

player's attention. If the real world was part of the gameplay, the player would 

also pay attention to what is happening around her. That is the case of pervasive 

games. Our objective is to find ways of making pervasive play available for a 

large casual audience, but in a way that casual games are not deprived of their 

intrinsic characteristics. Casual games are easy to play, have simple rules and 

easy to understand interfaces and the introduction of real world elements must 

thus not deprive them of these characteristics. 
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1 Introduction and Related Work 

Playing is an activity that has been around for a long time. Games happen inside a 

magic circle, a sacred isolated space that totally immerses the players [1]. Digital 

games are games that make use of computers, mobiles phones or game consoles and 

such games suffer, in our view, of the following problem: the screen is the player's 

primary or even only focus of attention. It would be interesting if, at least during a 

few moments, digital games could be played without looking at a screen. Pervasive 

games have already accomplished that objective with the inclusion of real world ele-

ments in games. That way, instead of merely looking at a screen, the player also has 

to concentrate on what is happening around him or her.  

A pervasive game is a “genre in which traditional, real-world games are augment-

ed with computing functionality, or, depending on the perspective, purely virtual 

computer entertainment is brought back to the real world” [2]. Non pervasive games 

are played at a certain place, during a certain time and with certain people. In a perva-

sive game the magic circle is expanded spatially, temporally or socially, so pervasive 

games may be played everywhere, all the time and eventually with everybody [3]. 

Human Pacman, REXplorer and Heroes of Koskenniska are three examples of perva-

sive games. Human Pacman is a pervasive game inspired in the Pacman videogame. 

In this game, a Pacman player runs around in the real world and Ghost players hunt 

her down [4]. REXplorer is a spell casting game where tourists encounter spirits that 

are historical figures [5]. Heroes of Koskenniska is another pervasive game aimed at 

raising environmental awareness among visitors of a biosphere reserve [6]. 



Our research focus is on casual pervasive games because we intend to include real 

world elements in games in a way that satisfies the requirements of a casual audience. 

Windows Solitaire, Tetris and Pacman are good examples of well known classic casu-

al games. Casual games are easy in the sense that they have simple rules and simple to 

understand interfaces that make use of images and symbols, in detriment of long and 

fastidious text descriptions. In casual games the gameplay should be as obvious as 

possible. As a casual game usually runs in parallel with the player’s other everyday 

activities the mental engagement necessary to play the game should be low [7]. In 

order to remain in the casual segment, the introduction of real world elements should 

not cause the games to become more complicated, else they will not be casual any 

more.  

Merging casual and pervasive games is an ambitious and difficult objective [3]. 

Some games have already managed to fit both the requirements of casual and perva-

sive games. In Insectopia, a pervasive casual game, players use their mobile phones to 

hunt for rare bugs. Bluetooth devices around the player are the sources of the bugs 

[8]. Blowtooth also explores the detection of other Bluetooth devices to smuggle 

drugs [9]. Social Heroes is a game where players trade points by tagging each other 

using Twitter [10]. We intend to pursue the previous researchers’ efforts in combining 

casual and pervasive games and to outline a framework to integrate real world ele-

ments in casual games. 

2 Research Goal 

Our objective is to develop ways of integrating real world elements in casual games 

and thus decrease the focus of the player’s attention on the screen and divert that at-

tention to the environment around the player. We, therefore, intend to introduce a 

pervasive twist in casual games in a way that complies with the following conditions: 

 As casual games are easy and simple, the real world elements must thus be inte-

grated in a way that is also easy and simple for the player.  

 Casual players are usually not willing to invest in expensive or specialized hard-

ware [11]. So the inclusion of real world elements will make use of functionality 

already available (or foreseen in the near future) in devices like computers, porta-

ble computers or mobile phones. 

3 Results to Date 

There are many real world elements that can be used in a casual game. So far, we 

have obtained results in what refers to the inclusion of sound, weather and the play-

er’s emotions, activities and location in games. For these real world elements we cre-

ated games that merge naturally with the players’ environment so that the magic circle 

blurs, expands and eventually overlaps with real life. 

For the specific case of sound we created a game, The Castle of Count Pat that 

merges seamlessly with the activities of an educative setting. The game captures 



sound and shows the sound wave or the frequency spectrum, integrated with an ani-

mated character, to students in real time. The quieter the students are the higher the 

score. A video projector, connected to the computer where the game is running, 

shows the animated character to all students. The classes where the game was tested 

became quieter [12]. 

In another game, we created an Imaginary Friend that resorts to the player’s emo-

tions, activities and location. The player’s physical activities are detected via the mo-

bile phone’s accelerometer so that the Imaginary Friend imitates the human friend, 

walking when the player walks and stopping and looking up when the player stops. 

The Imaginary Friend is projected on the floor via a pico projector that is attached to 

the player’s backpack shoulder strap. The pico projector is connected to the mobile 

phone, where the Imaginary Friend’s application is running. A significant increase or 

decrease in the arousal, detected via an electrodermal activity sensor, may indicate a 

change in the player’s emotions. When this happens, the Imaginary Friend asks what 

the user is feeling and collects an emotion cookie that is stored inside a jar. The previ-

ously collected emotions cookies can also be consulted in a map [13].  

Finally, in what refers to the weather, the player merely has to look out the window 

or step outside to check it without needing any sort of equipment, and that makes it a 

very pervasive, as well as casual, element. In Weather Wizards the player’s powers 

vary according to the current real weather. The better the players adjust the spells in 

their grimoire to the real weather conditions the greater the chances of winning the 

duels [14]. 

All the mentioned games comply with our research objective of merging the real 

world with games, in a way that is easy for the player, and making use of functionali-

ty already available in devices such as computers, portable computers and mobile 

phones.  The Castle of Count Pat only needs a low end computer, a microphone and a 

video projector to show the output of the game to students [12]. The Imaginary Friend 

resorts to a mobile phone, to an electrodermal activity sensor and to a pico projector. 

Electrodermal activity sensors may become widespread equipment in a near future as 

there are already companies commercializing such equipment [15, 16]. As for pico 

projectors, some mobile phones have already an incorporated projector [17]. For now, 

mobile phones with embedded projectors are not that widespread, but this may well 

be a possibility worth considering in the future as a way to solve the problems associ-

ated with the small size of mobile phones’ screens. Finally, Weather Wizards needs 

only a mobile phone and a connection to the Internet [14]. 

4 Contributions of our Work to Entertainment Computing and 

Conclusions 

We are now at point in our research where results have already been collected, but 

where crucial decisions are still left to be made. Real world elements like the sound, 

the weather and the player’s emotions, activities and location have already been ad-

dressed during our research but we are still planning to consider the opportunities 

provided by video and augmented reality. It is our plan to create a common conceptu-



al or software framework that integrates all these real world elements. This frame-

work will be a key result of our research as it may be of use to others who are also 

working towards binding games and reality. Finally, casual games are games for eve-

ryone and research done in this area will benefit a large number of persons. Our ob-

jective is to find ways of providing pervasive entertainment for a wide audience of 

causal players. This work was funded by FCT/MCTES (SFRH/BD/61085/2009) and 

by CITI (CITI/FCT/UNL - 2011-2012 - PEst-OE/EEI/UI0527/2011. 
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